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ABSTRACT
Issues involved during carrying out the assignment of automation of all the processes of an organization
working earlier in a semi-manual manner are identified and discussed in detail. It is argued that the task to
automate the processes of an organization that was earlier working manually is different from the task of
establishing a fresh system with automated environment. It is further emphasized that an organization that is
working in a semi-manual fashion must be automated in a step-wise manner to ensure a successful switch
over. The management must start from using an Excel-sheet kind of application so that the basic requirement
of preparing the users to switch over finally onto an integrated kind of software environment can be achieved.
The conclusion is made based on a discussion of a live example of automating a semi-manual organizational
exercise. Issues are discussed also to highlight the hugely underused but very powerful Microsoft tool such as
Excel Sheet.
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INTRODUCTION
World has moved beyond the initial discussions and apprehensions about the role of automation in making
any existing system more efficient [3]. It has also crossed a significant extent of a difficult phase of
convincing us that automation will have a far more impact on improving the efficiency of a system than in
affecting a temporary and apparent loss of manpower requirements [5]. It has been established beyond doubts
that it is only the nature of manpower requirements that gets changed due to automation as the automation has
often lead to a better use of manpower [6-7] in making the system more effective and efficient.

There are two kinds of challenges faced by the management team who wishes to automate a business/industry
[3-4]. One, when a new process is required to be established in an automated environment and secondly when
an existing manual system is attempted to make a switch over. It has been observed that people working in the
organization require a certain kind of mindset that makes them open to a switch over from an existing manual
system to an automated one. While a new system created with an integrated automated environment is easier
to put in place, the switch over from an existing manual system to an automated environment has always
remained a challenge [4,8] before the management team. That a mindset is required for such a change gets
confirmed by the fact that anyone who makes a shift from one organization working with a manual system to
another one that has already an automated environment adapts to the new system almost spontaneously if it is
being asked in return for an increased remuneration. People migrating from the lesser developed world to the
part of the world that works under most automated environment have always been open to such switch over
requirements. It is no surprise that new generation is found to be more adaptable to an automated environment
not only because they have a mindset that is always open to such a system but also because they know the
benefits of ease and transparency that such a system offers to its users. The extent however, to which an
organization may decide to become automated is a decision that would always prove to be very crucial to
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affect such a change in the long run [9-10]. It is a crucial decision also because a failure that an organization
may meet on such a project will make the system far more resistive towards any such future attempts. The
right way to encourage such a switch over is discussed in the next section.

AUTOMATION AND IMPROVEMENT
It has been witnessed that a sudden improvement in the efficiency of an existing process due to a switch over
to even a preliminary stage of automation has often encouraged the system further and driven the people
associated with it to explore areas that were earlier not even remotely conceived as an avenue for automation.
It opens up avenues that were earlier unimaginable in a manual environment and thus utilizes human power in
a better way by involving them in more fruitful purposes. The railway reservation, flight reservation and
reservation for other transports services that were limited to a few windows in A-class cities have now been
flooded in each household. The ease of banking at any time of the day or night and from any part of the world
has opened up banking services literally for all those who have a web-access. Malls and markets have come
into our drawing and bedrooms. Entertainment industry has involved each one of us into its fold. Skill training
is just a click away from each individual. News can be flashed now like never before. Complaints can be made
and registered with ease. Let us not compare these services with our wishes but compare it with what was
being offered when manual/semi-manual systems were in operation. As the less automated world has begun to
understand this fact after passing through so many phases of ups and downs, it must also be accepted that
‘Automation’ of any type of manual process is possible today. Automation is now established as a synonym of
Improvement.

DESIRABILITY AND FEASIBILITY OF AUTOMATION
As the issue gets settled in favour of automation of all manually operated systems, the following discussion
begins to find meaning and relevance. And that are the issues of ‘desirability and feasibility’ to attempt
automation. The ‘desirability and feasibility’ of any such initiative depends broadly on the following two
factors.

1. How prepared is the system to adapt to a new automated system and has the urge required to work
towards making it successful.
2. Cost involved in making the transition from a manual to an automated system must not make the
system compromise on its future vision and plans.

It is a very difficult to address the first concern. Normally due to the inertia present in any system that resists
for survival due to a false sense of ease that it was supposedly used to with the otherwise complex process.
That the automation would throw far reaching and lasting benefit to the same user is generally not realized
since it is analyzed through myopic eyes by those who are completely used to the existing system. To prepare
the system in favour of such a change is the basic requirement to make the switch over successful. To achieve
this stage, it is always advisable that the manual system must be automated in a manner that the processes are
kept as undisturbed as possible. The idea should be to make them see benefits for affecting such a switch over.
To shift from a manual system to an automated environment, one faces difficulty primarily in importing the
existing data from the manual ways to a digital platform. Keying in the existing data into the new system not
only multiplies the existing workload of the employees but appears to be time consuming with little results
initially.

It is argued therefore, that instead of automating the complete system in one step, the system is bound to offer
much lesser resistance if it can be done step by step. It can be realized now that while complete automation
will be always desirable, it is always better to automate individual processes within the system. The problems
faced while attempting to switch over on a completely automated system is also that such automation enforces
interdependency among different processes within the system and this generates a huge unrest among the
users.
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STEP-WISE AUTOMATION
It has been noticed that while the editing softwares like MS-Word alongwith Microsoft Powerpoint and a few
others are widely used in offices, the more effective and even powerful applications like MS-Excel [1-2] are
not in use to an extent that can justify the potential that it possesses to initiate the process of automation of any
organization. The fact that it is almost as easy to use as a calculator or for that matter as any editing software,
it is really surprising to witness it being underutilized. I have found such an application as a best candidate to
initiate a ‘step-wise automation’ process as this step itself will prove to be the first step in its direction. Such
an initiation basically helps us in making a switch over far more easier because while working with such an
application the data entry that proves to be the biggest headache for any management team while trying to
initiate the switch over has, becomes readily available. Entries, done in the cells of an Excel Sheet, are easily
portable to any known platform that eventually gets decided by the appropriate authority to implement
automation.

The only task before the team trying to completely ‘Automate’ a complex system therefore, is to identify
smaller modules that can surprisingly offer much better efficiency for the users by switching over to a process
involving the powerful provisions of applications like Ms-Excel [1-2].

After identifying the modules, people may be helped by experts to begin working through excel worksheets.
The step will eventually prepare the system to shift over to an automation process at a later stage. Keying in
the data into the worksheets must be properly implemented through experts keeping in the provision of
portability of the data on any other platform at a later stage. I have found MS-Excel as a very powerful tool
that has enough potential in it to provide immediate benefits to the users. Such a result makes the users
enthusiastic and receptive towards all such changes in future.

The second point comes second to the first point in terms of the priority but can never be overlooked. The cost
jumps to a disproportionately extent once the entire system is attempted to shift from the manual to an
integrated ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) kind of software solution. Whatever the claim may be but the
fact remains that shifting over to an integrated environment in a single step will invariably spring up
uncomfortable and sometimes unmanageable surprises.

The benefits of introducing MS-Excel kind of tools into such processes can be showcased by discussing the
following example.

Live Example
As an example, in support of such a step, let me share my experience that I had while trying to manage
examinations in my campus. To my surprise, I found that the entire assignment was being carried out by the
supporting staff of the section almost manually using only editing applications like MS-Word. I was given the
assignment of conducting and managing the examination at my institution. The assignment of managing and
conducting examinations at the campus involved the following listed complexity/resources.

1. To conduct examinations for about 5000 students.
2. To conduct the examinations during a period close to a month.
3. To cater to a maximum of 2000 students on a given day.
4. Assigning invigilation duties to almost 200 teachers.
5. Making a seating arrangement for the students in approximately 50 classrooms of an average size to

accommodate 40 students in each room.
6. To strictly follow the guideline of not providing adjacent seats to two students attempting same paper.
7. Distribution of a maximum of 40 papers on a given day to the pre-assigned students sitting in different

rooms.
8. Keeping an account of all those who are absent in each classroom.
9. Keeping the attendance record of students and invigilators in each session on each day.
10. Distribution of answer sheets according to the seating plan in each classroom.
11. Distribution of question papers in each room by centrally responsible persons just a few minutes before

the beginning of examinations.
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12. Collection of answer sheets by the invigilators.
13. Receiving question-paper-wise answer sheets in exact numbers from each invigilator centrally.
14. Making question-paper-wise piles of answer sheets and placing them serially.
15. Packaging the answer sheets question-paper-wise in different packets.
16. Keeping the records of all the packets sent to the centres for evaluations.

The complexities of the above assignment were being handled almost manually using only editing softwares.
It is clear that an Editing software would hardly be of any use for handling an assignment having such
complexities. It is worth noticed that in the first stage we were expected to prepare the seating plan for all the
students appearing for the examination once the question-paper wise lists were provided by the appropriate
authority. The seating plans were expected to display seating arrangements for the students in each of the
classrooms in accordance with the guidelines given for such an allocation. Once it was done, the same seating
arrangement could have been used to generate the following kinds of reports so that other requirements could
be effectively managed.

1. Room wise report displaying how many students are attempting which question paper. This would be
used at the time of distribution of question papers and also the answer sheets. The same would be used for
collecting the same from the invigilators.
2. Centre wise report displaying the total number of students attempting identical question papers. This
would be used for making question-paper wise packets to be sent foe evaluation.
3. The seating plan. To be used by the invigilators and the students to get the information about the room
they must be present at.

The entire process seemed to be a fit case for automation as the complexity was too huge to be handled
manually. It was almost impossible to conduct the examinations in a transparent as well as in a mistake-free
manner. The complexity handled during preparation of the seating plan itself could have been a fit case for
automation. And once that is done, other reports could have then be easily generated  using the seating plan
itself as it would consist of all relevant information within itself.

A simple analysis would show that the preparation of one seating plan was a complicated exercise. Allocating
2000 students on a given day into 50 rooms can itself be done in 2000C50 ways. And 40 students can be
arranged in a room in another 40! number of ways. The total number of ways therefore counts to almost 2000!
number of ways. The number is too huge to be handled even by most of the modern computers. Surprisingly,
the seating plan was successfully being prepared manually. And this was possible only because of the fact that
out of all the countless possibilities many of the possibilities were acceptable as the only restriction that was
required to be observed was as given in the point no. 6 listed above in the list of requirements.

The option of getting the entire exercise automated was weighed along with other options. Automating the
entire exercise and integrating it with other modules within the organization would have taken a much longer
time and would have required some consultancy by the expert handlers from the market to complete such an
exercise. This would not only have cost huge but must have taken a longer time to show its benefits. I
developed an Excel Sheet application by adding some features available for the same to show the users the
benefit of such a switch over. Working on Excel Sheets also gives the desirable the flexibility in such a
scenario wherein users require provisions for last minute adjustments in the seating plan. It is known that in a
completely automated system, efficiency and transparency often comes at the cost of flexibility. As complete
automation in a semi-integrated environment would have required an entire higher level of development of the
software that would have given the possibility to have as many number of options as possible I preferred
trying it out with the Excel Sheets.

I developed the desired application using Excel sheets and implemented the same in the first year itself. I have
found the features of Excel Sheets so powerful that it could generate all kinds of reports on different sheets of
the application once the seating plan was entered on the first sheet almost semi-manually. I was surprised to
notice that users found it extremely helpful and in no time they started depending on the application that it was
impossible for them to think of managing things even non-efficiently without the same. Success of the
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application was not in putting building a semi-automated environment but in letting the users realize the
power that it provided them in managing the same task efficiently but yet with unthinkable ease.
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